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Wuxuu ahaa ruuxii keliya ee ay dhaleen Aabbihii iyo hooyadii, Hooyadii waxay dhimatay isaga oo yar,
aabbihii ayaana soo koriyay. Muddo yar dabadeed waxay isaga iyo Aabbihii u soo gudbeen dhanka Gobolka
Banaadir, waxaana xilligaas uu billaabay inuu dhigto iskuul, taasoo u sahashay inuu wax barto, waxaana uu
billaabay inuu ku shaqeeyo Karraaninimo, isagoo ka shaqeynayay Gobolka Shabeellada hoose. Marxuumka
isagoo yar ayuu guursaday Haweenydii keliya ee caruurtiisa dhashay oo lagu magacaabi jiray Caasho,
waxaana ay u dhashay 8-da caruurta ah ee uu ifka kaga tagay oo 6-ka mid ah ay yihiin wiilal halka 2-da kalena
ay yihiin hablo. Waxaana cunuggiisa ugu yar uu dhashay sannadkii kii. Inkastoo kii haweeney labaad oo
hadda nool, balse aan waxba u dhalin. Madaxweynihii ugu horreeyay ee Soomaaliya EEBBE ha u raxmadeed
wuxuu ku biiray siyaasadda isagoo yar, wuxuuna ka soo shaqeeyay meelo badan, waxaase kii uu si deg-deg ah
ugu biiray xisbigii SYL oo ahaa dhaqdhaaq dhallinyaro Soomaaliyeed ay aasaaseen oo Gobonnimo doon ah,
waxaan xilligaas dalka haystay Ingiriis, iyadoo Talyaaniga oo gumeysanayay laga saaray dagaalkii labaad
bartamihiisa. Isla sannadkaas kii waxaa loo doortay hoggaamiyaha Xisbiga dhaqdhaaqa gobonnimo doonka ee
SYL. Marka kale ayuu ku guulaystay isla jagadaan hoggaminta xisbiga, kaddib markii doorasho la sameeyay
sannadkii kii. Sannadkii kii ayaa doorasho Madaxweynenimo oo la qabtay uu ku guulaystay isagoo loo
caleemo saaray mar kale inuu noqdo Madaxweynaha Soomaaliya muddo 6-sano ah. Aadan Cadde wuxuu ku
hadli jiray luuqadaha Ingiriiska, Talyaaniga iyo Arabiga, marka laga reebo luuqaddiisa Soomaaliga ah ee uu u
dhashay. Madaxweynenimada Aadan Cabdulle waxay ku ekedy June 10, Intii uu Madaxweynaha ahaa ayaa
waxaa lagu xusuustaa inuu ka mid ahaa Madaxdii Afrikaanka ahayd ee aasaasay Ururka Midowga Afrika oo
isagu ay ku mideysan yihiin hadda Madaxda Afrika oo dhan, waxaana xubinihii la aasaasay ka mid ahaa:
Aadan Cadde wuxuu ahaa ruux wadani ah oo jecel dowladnimada, sidoo kale wuxuu necbaa gumeysiga,
wuxuu aad ugu ololeyn jiray nabadda iyo horumarka dalka, isagoo sheegi jiray in shacabka Soomaaliyeed ay
barwaaqo gaari doonaan haddii ay waxbartaan oo ay dalkooda ka shaqeystaan. Wixii ka dambeeyay markii uu
ka dagay Jagada Madaxweynenimada wuxuu ahaa ganacsade leh beer weyn oo ku taalla degmada Jannaale ee
Gobolka Shabeellada Hoose, halkaasoo uu ku lahaa beer weyn oo uu isagu lahaa. Sidoo kale waxaa lagu
maamuusay in calanka Soomaaliya hoos loo dhigo muddo casho ah oo baroor-diiq noqonaysa iyo in
Idaacadaha aan laga sii dayn heeso inta ay jirto baroordiiqda. I do not have to enumerate the colonial-made
problems that we have encountered in the field of fiscal, judicial, linguistic and administrative integration
because they still preoccupy us and are too well known. We claim, many of us, to be African leaders and
socialists. This is one of the after effects of colonial rule. But it is my duty to give this warning to my
colleagues in Africa: C, waxaa la doortay hoggaan cusub, oo ay yeelatay S. L Somali Youth League waxa uu
soo saaray barnaamijkiisii siyaasadeed oo ka koobnaa shan qodob oo kala ahaa. In la raadiyo gobanimadii iyo
xorriyaddii shanta Soomaaliyeed oo midaysan. In lala dagaalamo dhaqanka kala qaybinta ee qabyaalada ku
dhisan 3. In laga taqaluso ciddii ka hortimaada danta Soomaaliyeed. In waxbarashada lagu baahiyo dalka lana
dhiso aqoonta iyo waxqabadka dhalinyarada. In la qoro afka Soomaaliga. L oo ahaa in muddo 10 sano ah
Soomaaliya xorriyaddeeda lagu gaarsiiyo ayna gaarsiiyaan guddi ka kooban Four Power Commission. Trygve
lie warqad memo ah oo ay ugu sheegeen in Soomaalida inteeda badan ay doonayaan in Soomaaliya oo
midaysan ay xorriyadda gaarsiiyaan afartii quwadood ee markaas jiray. An editorial dealing with the question
of the former Italian colonies appeared in your paper of November 12, First of all, may I ask on what grounds
you base the assertion that the Russians have won over the Somali Youth League to communism? Is this only
because the U. If so, may I remind you that they equally supported the legitimate cause of the people of Libya,
and, at least, part of those of Eritrea. Libyan Demonstration May I be permitted also to point out that in May
of this year during the course of the last session of the Assembly the Libyans organized open demonstrations
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in Tripoli and other centers, displaying the flags of Communist states and the portrait of Stalin. In these
demonstrations they destroyed the British and the United States flags, stoned British and American citizens
and violently attacked the Italian community in Tripolitania. Yet you do not consider the Libyans Communists
because of their open expression of appreciation for the role the Communist states played in defeating the
plans of the Imperialist Powers. While the Somalis have also demonstrated against the return of the Italians as
administrators of Somaliland, they have not done so under the banners of any Communist state, nor have they
attacked foreigners. These demonstrations were peaceful until broken up by British police. Indeed, the Somalis
have done nothing to justify your accusation that they have been won over communism. You did not in your
editorial â€” nor can you now â€” submit any evidence to sustain your charge. Stand of League It is a known
fact that the Somali Youth League, as leader of the nationalist movement for the independence of Somaliland,
unalterably opposes the restoration of the hated Italian rule under any form whatsoever in our land. Also the
League strongly opposes any foreign domination of Somaliland. In pursuing the struggle for the liberation of
the country, the League has submitted to the General Assembly and various committees of the United Nations
several memoranda, petitions, documents, etc. Today the confusion of nationalism with communism in
colonial areas is common error. Fortunately, the world knows the methods practiced by colonial Powers to
suppress nationalist movements and at the same time label them as subversive and pursuant of Communist
ideology. All classes of the inhabitants of Somaliland are united in a common front and they are now
concerned only with the immediate problem facing them: We retain deep sympathy and respect for all those
nations â€” Communists and non-Communists alike â€” who strongly supported the just and legitimate
aspirations of our people. The unjust solution proposed fro Somaliland is entirely contrary to the wishes and
welfare of the inhabitants. That the majority of the Political Committee reached this unfortunate conclusion
after considerable bargaining and political expediency at the sole expense of the weak and defenseless Somali
nation is a fact well known to the whole world. It is as clear as the light of day that, in order to do something
for the Italians, it is proposed to sacrifice the Somalis and offer Somaliland to Italy as a bribe. Daauud
Cabdulle Xirsi wuxuu ahaa Janaraalkii ugu horeeye ee yeelato Soomaaliya isla markaasna ahaa taliyihii ugu
horeeyey ee Ciidanka Xooga Dalka Soomaaliyeed. Mudo sanad ah asagoo ka shaqaynayaa xaafiiska
Talyaaniga ee degmada Buuloburde ayuu wuxuu u gudbay magaalada Muqdisho, xoogaa kahor intaan la
gaarin Dagaalkii Labaad ee Aduunyada. Dagaalkii labaad ee Aduunka kadib, horaantii meeyadii ayaa taliskii
Talyaaniga ku soo noqde koonfurta Soomaaliyaa Janaraal Daauud ku guulayte imtixaan uu u galay leyli
sarkaal. Waxaana loo qaaday dalka Talyaaniga halkaas oo uu ku soo dhamaystey tababarkii ciidan ee
sarkaalnimada. Jenanka waxaa uu ahaa qof diinta ku wanaagsan oo baari ah, kuna dadaala runta, waxaana la
sheegay inuusan dadka jidka ku dhaafi jirin, isagoo hore u qaadi jiray maadaama uu watay baabuur ahaana
sarkaal sare, iskama dhowri jirin dadka shicibka ah. Generalka wxaa uu guula la taaban karao ka gaaray
Dagaalki somalia ay la gsahay Ethopia Sanadii Markaas oo loo aqoonsaday Halgamaa Hal ku Dhig leh oo aad
loo Xurmeeyo. Waxaa intaas dheer in jenanku ay jeclaayeen ciidamadii Soomaaliyeed, maadaama uu aad ugu
dadaali jiray noloshooda. Generalka aad ayaa looga xushmaayaa Somaliya oo idil Xataa Xiliyadii uu Noolaa
wax uu quudin jirey dadka Tabarata Yar ee soo beegsaday xiryaha ciidamada oo uu oran jirey waxa Walba oo
aad aragataa oo aala Xiarayaha ciidamada Waa Cuni kartaan. Ali was born in Mogadishu in He joined
Government Service in In he was elected Councillor in the first Minicipal elections of the Trust Territory of
Somalia. He was Minister for Information in Abdirashid Government from Ali was at El Dher in After
Quranic and elementary education, he went to the Political Administration School, where he received his
Diploma in He was sent to the USA for higher education, and returned to his country in Then he continued
his studies at the University Institute of Mogadishu. He served in the Administration under the Italians. In , he
was appointed District Commissionar of Bardere, and subsequently served in the same office at Merca and
Berbera. He was elected member of the National Assembly from Mogadishu itself. Haraad Faarax Nuur Hon.
Hared was born in in Belet Weyne. In he became a soldier in the Army, and was later transfered to the Marine
Unit where he was an RT operator in charge of telegraphy and at the same time Hon. Hared completed his
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elementary education. In he became a civil RT operator in the Postal Srvice and at the same time he studied in
the Industrial School; when he had finished he joined the Accounting School from which he graduated in , and
was awarded a Diploma. In the same year he participated in the elections and was elected to Beled Weyne as a
candidate of the SDU party. He immediately became member of the SYL. Xaaji Faarax Cali Omaar Hon. He
was one of the Party Representatives in the Territorial Council from to ; Deputy in the first Legislative
Assembly from ; and member of the first Local Government from ; in that Government he was Minister for
Economic Affairs and he was re-elected to the Territorial Council in He was re-elected deputy in From until
Independence, he took part in missions to the United Nations to deal with Somali Affairs. From the date of
Independence to he led the Somali delegation to the United Nations. He also took part in a number of
International Conferences. Keenadiid Axmad Yuusuf Hon. Kenedit was born in at Qallafo. Rome University
had him as a Political Science student from to when he graduated. Upon his return home, Hon. Kenedit
worked for a while at the Ministry of Finance and from September to earlier of he was Extraordinary
Commissioner for Mogadishu City. He also attended the Government adult school completing the
Intermediate grade in Arabic and the Elementary grade in Italian. In he joined the Somali Youth League, and
from to was member of the local committee of the Belet Weyne branch. Axmad Geelle Xassan Hon. Ahmed
was born in in Bulo Burti. During he served as a clerk. He was re-elected in Ummada soomaaliyeed waxaa ay
ka mid aheyd ummadihii la gumeystay sidii ay u xoroobi lahaydna waxay u soo martay halgan dheer. Hadaba
waxaan helnay taariikh kooban oo ku saabsan mid kamida ah halyeeyadii Soomaaliyeed ee u soo halgamay
xurnimada iyo madax bannaanida soomaaliya heysato halyaygan waa Cismaan Geedi Raage. Waxaa uu ka
dhashay qoys ganacsato ah waxaa uuna ku dhashay Mogadishu sannadkii kii. Aabbihii Geedi Raage waxaa uu
ahaa ganacsade caan ka ah magaalada muqdishu iyo hareeraheeda waxaa uuna ganacsi u tegi jiray wadanka
dibadiisa sida Sinsibaar, Mambaasa, Nayroobi, Cadan iyo Makoli oo ka tirsan dalka Yaman. Ganacsigii
Cismaan Geedi Raage iyo halgankii SYL Madaama uu Cismaan aabbihiis ahaa ganacsade si weyn loo
yaqaano Cismaan waxaa si fudud ayay ugu sahlanaatay inuu gutu hawlihisii ganacsiga waxaa ayna siisay
ganacsigii uu ku jiray inuu barto magaalooyin badan iyo wadamada deriska la ahaa dhulka soomaalida sida
Kenya iyo Yaman oo uu gumeysigii Ingiriisku ka talinayay iyo Itoobiya oo gacansaar la laheyd gumestihii
Ingiriiska. Intii uu ku jiray ganacsiga Cismaan waxaa uu gumestihii Talyaaniga kala kulmay dhabaatooyin
isugu jiray cadaadis xarig handadaad waxaa intaas sii dheeraa oo uu arkay intii uu joogay dhulbeereedka
Shabeelada Dhexe gumesigii talyaaniga oo la wareegaya beerihii dadka isla markaasna dadkii laha lagu amray
inay si qasab ah ku falaan. Cismaan safarkiisii ugu horeeyay ee ganacsi waxaa uu arkay wax uu qaadan
waayay sida silica iyo dhibaatada uu ku hayo gumeystuhu dadka soomaaliyeed Cismaan waxaa ku sii korortay
nacaybkii uu u qabay gumeystihii Talyaaniga waxaana ku abuurmay qiiro wadaniyeed iyo dareen xurnimo
doon.
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Gaddafi claimed the Aouzou Strip in northern Chad, referring to an unratified treaty signed in by Italy and
France then the colonial powers of Libya and Chad , respectively. With the support of Soviet bloc nations,
particularly East Germany , he trained and armed the insurgents, and provided them with weapons and
funding. Shortly after, Tombalbaye broke diplomatic relations with Israel and is said to have secretly agreed
on 28 November to cede the Aouzou Strip to Libya. In exchange, Gaddafi pledged 40 million pounds to the
Chadian President [13] and the two countries signed a Treaty of Friendship in December A civil
administration was set up, attached to Kufra , and Libyan citizenship was extended to the few thousand
inhabitants of the area. From that moment, Libyan maps represented the area as part of Libya. The existence of
a secret agreement between Tombalbaye and Gaddafi was revealed only in , when the Libyan President
exhibited an alleged copy of a letter in which Tombalbaye recognizes Libyan claims. Against this, scholars
like Bernard Lanne have argued that there never was any sort of formal agreement, and that Tombalbaye had
found it expedient not to mention the occupation of a part of his country. Libya was unable to exhibit the
original copy of the agreement when the case of the Aouzou Strip was brought before the International Court
of Justice ICJ in The majority, willing to accept an alliance with Gaddafi, was commanded by Goukouni
Oueddei. The FAT lost men, and piles of military supplies fell into the hands of the rebels. The city, defended
by 5, Chadian soldiers, fell on 18 February after sharp fighting to a force of 2, rebels, supported by possibly as
many as 4, Libyan troops. The Libyans do not seem to have directly participated in the fighting; in a pattern
that was to repeat itself in the future, the Libyans provided armor, artillery and air support. The agreement
called for the creation of a joint Libya â€” Niger military committee tasked with implementation; through this
committee, Chad legitimized Libyan intervention in its territory. The accord also contained a condition dear to
Libya: The garrison was relieved by the arrival of a Chadian task force supported by armor and, more
importantly, of the French Foreign Legion and the 3rd Regiment of Marine Infantry. Of key importance in
these battles was the complete air superiority the French could count on, as the Libyan Air Force pilots refused
to fight them. The attempt backfired, as Goukouni reacted by expelling all Libyan military advisors present in
Chad, and started searching for a compromise with France. These ethnic divisions also reflected a different
attitude towards Gaddafi and his Green Book. By 16 March, when the first international peace conference took
place, an estimated 2,â€”5, people had been killed and 60,â€”70, forced to flee. The Kano Accord was signed
on 16 March by all those present, and Malloum resigned, replaced by a Council of State under the
chairmanship of Goukouni. Since 13 April there had been some minor Libyan military activity in northern
Chad, and support was provided to the secessionist movement in the south. The Chadian government appealed
for French help. The French troops were to leave Chad and be replaced by a multinational African peace force.
The few remaining French troops, who left on 4 May, proclaimed themselves neutral, as did the Zairean peace
force. The merger plan caused strong adverse reaction in Africa, and was immediately condemned by France,
which on 11 January offered to strengthen its garrisons in friendly African states and on 15 January placed its
Mediterranean fleet on alert. Libya answered by threatening to impose an oil embargo, while France
threatened to react if Libya attacked another bordering country. Just before his visit to the Libyan capital,
Goukouni had sent two of his commanders to Libya for consultations; at Tripoli, Goukouni learned from
Gaddafi that they had been assassinated by "Libyan dissidents", and that if Goukouni did not want to risk
losing Libyan favour and lose power, he should accept the merger plan. In a meeting held in May, Goukouni
became more accommodating, declaring that while Libyan withdrawal was not a priority, he would accept the
decisions of the OAU. Libyan troops were stationed in various points of northern and central Chad, in
numbers that had reached about 14, troops by Januaryâ€”February There were also attempts to Libyanize the
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local population, which made many conclude that "unification" for Libya meant Arabization and the
imposition of Libyan political culture, in particular of The Green Book. Gaddafi complied, and by 16
November all Libyan forces had left Chad, redeploying in the Aouzou Strip. Gaddafi had not renounced the
goals he had set for Chad, but he had to find a new Chadian leader, as Goukouni had proved himself
unreliable. Our security was fully ensured by Libyan troops. The OAU put pressure on us to expel the
Libyans. Now that they have gone, the organization has abandoned us while imposing on us a negotiated
settlement with Hissein Habre". Gaddafi, however, burned by his experience the previous year, proclaimed
Libya neutral in the civil war. The rest of the country was conquered, with the exception of the Tibesti. Libya,
while helping with recruiting, training, and providing the GUNT with heavy artillery, only committed a few
thousand regular troops to the offensive, and most of these were artillery and logistic units. On the same day
as the fall of Faya, French Foreign Minister Claude Cheysson warned Libya that France would "not remain
indifferent" to a new Libyan involvement in Chad, and on 11 July the French government accused again Libya
of direct military support to the rebels. Within ten days, a large ground force had been assembled east and west
of Faya-Largeau by first ferrying men, armor, and artillery by air to Sabha, Kufra and the Aouzou airfield, and
then by shorter-range transport planes to the area of conflict. The fresh Libyan forces amounted to 11, mostly
regular troops, and eighty combat aircraft participated in the offensive; however, the Libyans maintained their
traditional role of providing fire support, and occasional tank charges, for the assaults of the GUNT, which
could count on 3,â€”4, men on this occasion. This made it the largest expeditionary force ever assembled by
the French in Africa outside of the Algerian War. This led to a de facto division of the country, with Libya
maintaining control of all the territory north of the Red Line.
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S , wuxuuna waqtigaas noqday Isbatoore Laba Alifle ah. Sanadkii kii wuxuu noqday Gaashaanle Sare iyo
taliye ku xigeenkii ciidamada boliiska Soomaaliyeed, sanadii ayaa loo wareejiyey ciidamada Xoogga Dalka
Soomaaliyeed, wuxuuna noqday Janan iyo taliye ku xigeenka ciidamada Xoogga Dalka Soomaaliyeed,
sanadkii oo ku beegnayd markii ciidamadu dalka la wareegeen wuxuu noqday Safiirkii Soomaaliya u fadhiyey
dalkii la oran jiray Midowga Soviet-ka ama USSR. Sanadii wuxuu noqday Safiirkii Soomaaliya u fadhiyey
dalka Jarmalka Galbeed, sanadkii waxaa loo magacaabay in uu noqdo Wasiirkii Beeraha ka dibna wuxuu
noqday Wasiirkii Ganacsiga ee Soomaaliya, ayadoo wixii waqtigaas ka dambeeyey loo badalay xarunta dhexe
ee Xisbiga Hantiwadaagga Kacaanka Soomaaliyeed, asagoo markaas ka dibna noqday Guddoomiyihii
Hoggaanka Dhaqaalaha. Sanadkii dii ayaa loo doortay in uu noqdo Gudoomiyihii Golaha Shacbiga President
of the National Assembly , wuxuuna jagadaas hayey ilaa sanadkii kii. Markii ay riday dowladdii dhexe ee
Soomaaliya waxa uu isku dayey marxuumku in uu ka shaqeeyo heshiis dhexmara beelihii U. Buugan uu qoray
Jen. Maxamad Ibraahim Liiq liiqato , waxaa uu ugu magac daray Dalkii Filka weynaa ee Punt, waa buug
xambaarsan taariikh fara badan oo aan filayo in ciddii aqrisaa ay ka heli doonto macluumaad badan oo aysan
horay u ogayn, buuggani wuxuu ku qoran yahay luqadda afka Soomaaliga laguma amaanayo koox gaar ah
ama deegaan gaar ah wuxuuna si faahaahsan uga sheekaynayaa taariikhda dadka iyo dalka Soomaaliyeed oo
idil. Bishii August sanadkii ayuu ku biiray ciidankii boliiska Soomaaliyeed ee berigaasi jiray, wuxuuna
markiiba galay tababat ku saabsan afka Ingiriiska dugisgii tababarka ee ciidankii boliiska Soomaaliyeed ee
magaalada Muqdisho. Sanadkii tii wuxuu ka mid noqday dadkii ugu horreeyay ee tababar dibedda ah loo
qaado, waxaana loo qaaday magaalada Nairobi, wuxuuna markii uu ku soo noqday Muqdisho uu noqay
macallin tababar ka bixiya dugsiga boliiska u qaabilsanaa boliiska, halkaas oo uu ka shaqeynayay illaa
sanadkii dii, kuna gaaray derajada kormeere 1aad. Sanadkii dii wuxuu u dallacay kormeere 3aad. Xussein
Kulmiye Afrax waxaa uu intii uu hayay shaqada boliiska ku qornaa xisbigii gabannimadoonka Soomaaliyeed
ee S. Muddadii uu hayay xilka wasaaradda arrimaha gudaha wuxuu ku dadaalay sidii wasaaraddaasi looga
badeli lahaa wejigii gumeysiga kaga tagay, siyaasad ahaanna loo soo nooleyn lahaa howshii wasaaraddaasi.
Taas oo dhalisay in ay kororto miisaaniyaddii degmooyinka iyadoo awood buuxda loo siiyay degmooyinkaasi
in ay isticmaalaan dakhligooda sida ugu habboon ee waxtar ugu leh. Arrimhaas oo dhan waxay u googol
xaareen in dadku midoobaan, isla markaana hirgeliyaan ololeyaal fara badan oo ay ka mid ahaayeen abaarihii
dalka ku soo fool lahaa. Sanadihii xigay wuxuu wasiir ka noqday wasaaradihii Qorsheynta Qaranka, Arrimaha
Gudaha, wuxuuna sanadkii kii noqday guddoomiyihii Golihii Shacbiga Qaranka ee Soomaaliya, xilkaas oo uu
hayay ilaa laga soo gaaray 26kii bishii January sanadkii dii waqtigaas oo ku began markii la riday
xukuumaddii militeriga aheyd. Wuxuu ahaa ruuxii keliya ee ay dhaleen Aabbihii iyo hooyadii, Hooyadii
waxay dhimatay isaga oo yar, aabbihii ayaana soo koriyay. Muddo yar dabadeed waxay isaga iyo Aabbihii u
soo gudbeen dhanka Gobolka Banaadir, waxaana xilligaas uu billaabay inuu dhigto iskuul, taasoo u sahashay
inuu wax barto, waxaana uu billaabay inuu ku shaqeeyo Karraaninimo, isagoo ka shaqeynayay Gobolka
Shabeellada hoose. Marxuumka isagoo yar ayuu guursaday Haweenydii keliya ee caruurtiisa dhashay oo lagu
magacaabi jiray Caasho, waxaana ay u dhashay 8-da caruurta ah ee uu ifka kaga tagay oo 6-ka mid ah ay
yihiin wiilal halka 2-da kalena ay yihiin hablo. Waxaana cunuggiisa ugu yar uu dhashay sannadkii kii.
Inkastoo kii haweeney labaad oo hadda nool, balse aan waxba u dhalin. Madaxweynihii ugu horreeyay ee
Soomaaliya EEBBE ha u raxmadeed wuxuu ku biiray siyaasadda isagoo yar, wuxuuna ka soo shaqeeyay
meelo badan, waxaase kii uu si deg-deg ah ugu biiray xisbigii SYL oo ahaa dhaqdhaaq dhallinyaro
Soomaaliyeed ay aasaaseen oo Gobonnimo doon ah, waxaan xilligaas dalka haystay Ingiriis, iyadoo
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Talyaaniga oo gumeysanayay laga saaray dagaalkii labaad bartamihiisa. Isla sannadkaas kii waxaa loo doortay
hoggaamiyaha Xisbiga dhaqdhaaqa gobonnimo doonka ee SYL. Marka kale ayuu ku guulaystay isla jagadaan
hoggaminta xisbiga, kaddib markii doorasho la sameeyay sannadkii kii. Sannadkii kii ayaa doorasho
Madaxweynenimo oo la qabtay uu ku guulaystay isagoo loo caleemo saaray mar kale inuu noqdo
Madaxweynaha Soomaaliya muddo 6-sano ah. Aadan Cadde wuxuu ku hadli jiray luuqadaha Ingiriiska,
Talyaaniga iyo Arabiga, marka laga reebo luuqaddiisa Soomaaliga ah ee uu u dhashay. Madaxweynenimada
Aadan Cabdulle waxay ku ekedy June 10, Intii uu Madaxweynaha ahaa ayaa waxaa lagu xusuustaa inuu ka
mid ahaa Madaxdii Afrikaanka ahayd ee aasaasay Ururka Midowga Afrika oo isagu ay ku mideysan yihiin
hadda Madaxda Afrika oo dhan, waxaana xubinihii la aasaasay ka mid ahaa: Aadan Cadde wuxuu ahaa ruux
wadani ah oo jecel dowladnimada, sidoo kale wuxuu necbaa gumeysiga, wuxuu aad ugu ololeyn jiray nabadda
iyo horumarka dalka, isagoo sheegi jiray in shacabka Soomaaliyeed ay barwaaqo gaari doonaan haddii ay
waxbartaan oo ay dalkooda ka shaqeystaan. Wixii ka dambeeyay markii uu ka dagay Jagada
Madaxweynenimada wuxuu ahaa ganacsade leh beer weyn oo ku taalla degmada Jannaale ee Gobolka
Shabeellada Hoose, halkaasoo uu ku lahaa beer weyn oo uu isagu lahaa. Sidoo kale waxaa lagu maamuusay in
calanka Soomaaliya hoos loo dhigo muddo casho ah oo baroor-diiq noqonaysa iyo in Idaacadaha aan laga sii
dayn heeso inta ay jirto baroordiiqda. I do not have to enumerate the colonial-made problems that we have
encountered in the field of fiscal, judicial, linguistic and administrative integration because they still
preoccupy us and are too well known. We claim, many of us, to be African leaders and socialists. This is one
of the after effects of colonial rule. But it is my duty to give this warning to my colleagues in Africa: C, waxaa
la doortay hoggaan cusub, oo ay yeelatay S. L Somali Youth League waxa uu soo saaray barnaamijkiisii
siyaasadeed oo ka koobnaa shan qodob oo kala ahaa. In la raadiyo gobanimadii iyo xorriyaddii shanta
Soomaaliyeed oo midaysan. In lala dagaalamo dhaqanka kala qaybinta ee qabyaalada ku dhisan 3. In laga
taqaluso ciddii ka hortimaada danta Soomaaliyeed. In waxbarashada lagu baahiyo dalka lana dhiso aqoonta
iyo waxqabadka dhalinyarada. In la qoro afka Soomaaliga. L oo ahaa in muddo 10 sano ah Soomaaliya
xorriyaddeeda lagu gaarsiiyo ayna gaarsiiyaan guddi ka kooban Four Power Commission. Trygve lie warqad
memo ah oo ay ugu sheegeen in Soomaalida inteeda badan ay doonayaan in Soomaaliya oo midaysan ay
xorriyadda gaarsiiyaan afartii quwadood ee markaas jiray.
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Chapter 4 : CQ Press - Regional Guide to International Conflict and Management from to
The Politics of Dress in Somali Culture Heather M. Akou Published by Indiana University Press Akou, M.. The Politics of
Dress in Somali Culture.

File, Standard The bombastic general could not have come calling at a worse time. The atmosphere in the
region was toxic, akin to a party where guests hold on to their drinks even in the washroom for fear of being
poisoned. General Idi Amin, the President of Uganda, went where he pleased, without any diplomatic
shackles. However, when his commodore twin-engine private jet developed mechanical problems on his way
to Entebbe from Ethiopia, he detoured to Nairobi. Restoring Kapenguria from cattle rustling nightmare Amin
who had just been from Ethiopia, Somalia and Zaire came to Nairobi with a request for transport back home.
At the time, Amin and Mzee Jomo Kenyatta were not the best of friends, and the two countries were not
seeing eye-to-eye. Karumba, intelligence reports would later reveal, had been murdered and his body dumped
in the dense Mavila Forest. The body was never recovered. According to intelligence reports, Karumba had
been killed by Army commander, Lt Col Isaac Maliyamungu after a disagreement with his wife, following a
Sh19, debt arising from clothes which he Karumba had delivered to her shop in Jinja. So, when Amin arrived
in Kenya a year later, he found a high-powered delegation, headed by Vice President Daniel arap Moi, waiting
for him. Despite the bad blood between Kenya and Uganda, the government agreed to provide a plane for him,
which Amin, on second thought, rejected for fear that a bomb could have been planted in it. Actis to build
Sh11 billion warehouses To allay these fears, Kenya not only offered a plane, a Cessna 5Y-ATL, but also
assured him that no harm would come to him while in the plane. At one point, he wags a finger after he is
introduced to Ngei and other ministers who are seeing him off, to stress a point. Fears of being blown up He
then gets onto the plane, followed by Moi and his bodyguard Kikemboi Yator. The plane then takes off. For
three months, a British-born Makerere University lecturer, Denis Hills, had been in detention for describing
Amin as a village tyrant, in an unpublished manuscript. Thes detention, coupled by the expulsion of British
citizens, many of them of Asian descent whose assets had been seized by the state, had infuriated London. As
Amin was rallying his neighbours not to shun the OAU summit he was hosting, Britain was busy publicly
canvasing African states to stay away from Kampala. After Hill was freed, Amin hosted 19 leaders of African
governments and representatives of 24 other nations as he formally took over the chairmanship of OAU. He
was later offered a military plane by Amin, which took him to Togo after having assured the soldiers who had
toppled his government that he would not resist their move and was available to serve his country in any other
capacity. With this problem solved, Amin marked his achievement by wedding Sarah Kyolaba Tatu Namutebi
in a grand ceremony timed to coincide with the OAU summit. This was the second time the president was
marrying Sarah, whom he had met when she was just Apparently, Amin was fascinated with aeroplanes and
had a penchant for borrowing planes from other presidents. To impress Sarah, when he saw her dancing during
a function in Masaka in , he ordered that she be delivered to him on a plane in Kampala. The strongman must
have been devastated when Israel, with the assistance of Kenya, raided Entebbe and destroyed all his fighter
jets. This, intelligence would later explain, is what motivated him to kill yet another close friend of Kenyatta.
Intelligence reports indicated that Mackenzie, who was a British spy, was killed by Amin in retaliation for
lending his plane to Mossad on July 2, who flew to Entebbe, pretended they had some emergencies and
photographed the airport, which was vital in the ensuing rescue of hostages held by terrorists in Uganda.
Garang, who had just been appointed the vice president of Sudan, had just held talks with Museveni before his
death.
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Chapter 5 : Project MUSE - The Politics of Dress in Somali Culture
When Somalia became an independent nation in , the change in power was celebrated with new postage stamps.
Departing from the royal portraits and vague images of "natives" favored by their.

This book is a product of the International Conflict Management project begun more than fifteen years ago at
the University of Canterbury in New Zealand. The project was designed to accumulate as much reliable
information as possible on international conflict management from to the present. To that extent, we can
honestly say the book represents the culmination of many years of work. The intellectual origins of the project
owe much to J. We wanted to explore conflict management with the same systematic rigor that Singer and his
associates brought to their study of conflict and war. In keeping pace with more recent conflicts and in
offering fuller information on each of them, the scope of the project has expanded considerably since it began.
The project spawned numerous publications for scholars and policymakers. The goal of this volume is to
present a comprehensive chronological account of international conflict from to for the six main regions of the
world and to shed some light on the occurrence, patterns, and management of international conflict. This work
is a thoroughly revised and reorganized successor edition to the book International Conflict: Plan of the Book
Regional Guide to International Conflict and Management begins with two introductory chapters that examine
the basic elements, issues, and techniques in international conflict and conflict management. A third
introductory chapter looks at the constraints and conditions that affect conflict management efforts by
international organizations. Tables and figures enable readers to see patterns and trends. Each of the six
sections on regional conflictsâ€”the heart of the bookâ€”begins with a chronology of conflicts in the region, a
list of countries in the region, and maps to guide the reader. An overview analyzes conflict in that particular
region, the external and internal influences that have led to conflict, and how conflict is being managed in that
part of the world. Each section continues with descriptions, in chronological order, of the conflicts that have
occurred from to In all, the book covers conflicts, examining the history, issues, circumstances, players,
management, and outcomes. Extensive cross-references enable readers to trace related conflicts. The appendix
also serves as a useful reference tool, providing an alphabetical listing of countries and their regions, a master
chronology incorporating all conflicts, and detailed factsheets on major conflict management organizations.
Selected references, divided by region, offer the reader a way to explore the subject further. Criteria for
Inclusion of Conflicts Some explanation of the criteria we used in choosing to include or not to include certain
conflicts may be helpful in understanding how we arrived at the conflicts that appear in the book. We began
by identifying all interstate armed conflicts, internationalized civil wars, and militarized disputes since
Although we have strived to include the most recent events, our comprehensive approach to analyzing
conflicts has meant that much of the information we need to synthesize was not available for conflicts that
began in , although ongoing conflicts have been updated through the end of that year. One of the most
important international conflicts of recent years is, of course, the Iraq War March 19, â€”Ongoing. It is not
included here as one of the conflicts. However, we have included information about the issues and actors
involved and the xxi xxii direction of the war that was available as the book went to press see pp. We hope to
deal with the conflict fully in future editions of the book. Each conflict was then examined to see whether it
conformed to a strict set of specifications. First, we included conflicts between states that involved actual
military hostilities or significant shows of force, such as large troop mobilizations along borders, occupations
of disputed territory, or the firing of warning shots. This criterion allowed us to include cases such as the
Cuban Missile Crisis see conflict 2. The defining criterion here was the crossover from the use of diplomatic
or political means of addressing conflict to the use of credibly threatening force. The decision to use force is
the critical moment that turns a conflict into an armed international conflict or militarized dispute. It is a
crucial moment, because the decision to use force is the final step along the path to putting at risk the political
survival of an opposing state or, at the very least, threatening its territorial integrity. Second, for
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internationalized civil conflicts, we included only those instances with verifiable and significant international
aspects, such as the use of foreign troops, the use of foreign territory to launch attacks, large-scale efforts at
agitation and subversion, or logistical and military support to internal groups by outside states. For example,
the United States gave significant logistical support to the contra rebels in their insurgency against the leftist
government of Nicaragua. It also provided advisers to train the contras and even mined Nicaraguan ports. We
have therefore included the â€” war in Nicaragua see conflict 2. The above standards also explain why such
internal civil conflicts as that in Northern Ireland have been omitted. In addition, we included cases of
secession or attempted secession in which the seceding party had been accorded international recognition,
even if it had failed to win full independence. This decision permitted us to include conflicts such as the war in
Biafra, which lasted from to see conflict 1. All of these conflicts were regarded as major threats to
international peace and security, and the international community made efforts to resolve them peacefully. For
example, the British Commonwealth sought to mediate Preface in the Biafran war, and the Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe has actively tried to mediate the Chechen war since Third, we included
militarized disputes that had the potential for wider and more serious conflict because of the threat they posed
to international peace and security. Most militarized disputes occur in unstable regions. That is, armed border
incidents between traditionally hostile neighborsâ€”for example, Israel and Lebanon, Peru and
Ecuadorâ€”were included because of their great potential for escalation. In contrast, political incidents pose no
real threat to the territorial integrity of the opposing state or to its physical survival. The threat to international
peace and security is low and occurs in the context of otherwise friendly relations, so political incidents were
excluded. Once selected based on one of the above criteria, each case was scrutinized to identify the issues
leading to conflict, which parties were involved, what course hostilities took, how many fatalities resulted,
what the outcome entailed, and how the conflict was managed. The aim throughout was to discover patterns
and variables that would shed light on how international conflicts can be better managed to minimize their
destructive aspects. Names and Dates of Conflicts Our method of naming and dating the conflicts may require
some explanation. Each conflict summary begins with a number identifying the conflict according to its region
and time period, the principal country or countries involved, and a brief description of the fighting, such as
territorial dispute, ethnic-based violence, secessionist warfare, and so on. This information is followed by the
dates of the conflict. The Beagle Channel Border Dispute July â€”August The dates represent the first and last
occurrences of identifiable violence directly related to the conflict. The corresponding description, however,
focuses on major incidents that best foster an understanding of the dispute. Acknowledgments This book has
been a monumental project that involved many people over many years. Much of the work was done at the
University of Canterbury, but we owe a great debt of gratitude to many others who have been working on
different aspects of the project for some time. The collation of material is the combined result of individual
research projects and a constant updating of recent conflict events. The project has grown over the years, with
a loyal group of researchers painstakingly collating new data. Preface They have made this project possible.
Jacob Bercovitch thanks coauthor Judith Fretter, who worked so diligently to bring the project to completion.
We gratefully acknowledge Richard Jackson, coauthor of the edition, for his substantial earlier contribution to
the overall completion of this project. Allison Houston has been with us from the beginning and deserves our
special thanks. She has been responsible for so many aspects of the project. Her computer and programming
skills are much appreciated. Robert Trappl, of the University of Vienna, has been a close friend and supporter
of this project for many years. His financial support for various aspects of the project and way of thinking
about and presenting information on social phenomena inspired us to keep on, even when the will to do so
became weak. To Jill Dolby we extend heartfelt thanks for all her secretarial and social help. We are grateful
to Robert Litwak of the Woodrow Wilson Center; Frederic Pearson of the Center for Peace and Conflict
Studies, Wayne State University; and Randolph Siverson of the University of California, xxiii Davis, who
carefully read through and reviewed drafts of the original manuscript for the edition; and Valerie Fretter, who
carefully read through and reviewed drafts of this original manuscript. All of them offered useful suggestions,
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many of which we sought to incorporate. They are not responsible, however, for any errors or shortcomings
that might remain. Their suggestions and advice made it possible for us to conceive of better ways to organize
and present our information and produced, we have no doubt, a much better book. The library staff at the
University of Canterbury has been most helpful with our many requests for interlibrary loans, online searches,
and access to primary sources vital to our preparation of this volume. We also express our gratitude to the
University of Canterbury Research Grant and the Department of Internal Affairs, Peace and Disarmament
Educational Trust for providing the financial assistance that allowed us to undertake and complete this project.
Our greatest debts, however, are acknowledged in the dedications. An Overview of International Conflict The
Nature of International Conflict Of all the social processes, conflict is perhaps the most universal and
potentially the most dangerous. A feature of every society and every form of relationship, conflict can be
found at all levels of human interaction, from sibling rivalry to genocidal warfare. We all face conflicting
emotions and impulses as we respond daily to situations of conflict in our personal relationships. The groups
we belong toâ€”schools, clubs, companies, churches, associations, unionsâ€”continually undergo conflict.
Some conflicts are internal, such as the infighting between old and new members of an association; some are
external, such as disputes with other groups, which might include strikes by unions against employers or
environmental groups remonstrating with oil companies. The largest human groupâ€”the state, or
nationâ€”also encounters conflict. At times the conflict is internal, as when different groups oppose the
government or its policies, and at times the conflict is external, as when two states go to war. Conflict is not
only universal but also normal and necessary in the sense that every person and every group has needs,
expectations, and ways of behaving that it regards as appropriate. Given this diversity, and given that we live
in a world of limited resources and opportunities, it is not surprising that conflict is a normal part of life. In
fact, we could argue that conflict is necessary for our growth, both as individuals and as groups. It is only
through conflict and its resolution in productive and creative ways that new ideas emerge, higher levels of
understanding are reached, and obstacles are surmounted. In other words, conflict should not be viewed as a
wholly negative phenomenon. Individuals face a myriad of conflicts every day, and, for the most part, these
problems are settled in a positive manner or at least in a way that is not harmful. It is only when people use
coercion or violenceâ€”physical or psychologicalâ€”that conflict devolves into something negative and
destructive. Although this result is relatively rare in terms of the total number of conflicts that occur every day,
it is frequent and destructive enough to warrant careful study. We recognize that conflicts, unless properly
understood, may pose the greatest threat to the international environment, and we see this book as part of an
effort to generate socially useful knowledge, in particular, knowledge about international conflictâ€”its scope,
patterns, outcomes, and management. We do not presume that such knowledge will enable us to move
apparently intractable conflicts toward a solution; rather, we believe that a lack of knowledge about
international conflict may preclude its successful management. Conceptual clarity and a measure of verbal
precision are preconditions for understanding conflict. If we seek to describe a range of behavior, we must
begin by distinguishing it from related phenomena. Doing so is particularly necessary with conflict, which is a
ubiquitous process and easily confused with other processes, such as aggression, violence, coercion, and so
forth. In everyday language, conflict denotes overt, coercive interactions in which two or more contending
parties seek to impose their will on one another. Fights, violence, and hostility are the terms customarily used
to describe a conflict relationship. The range of conflict phenomena is, however, much wider than that. The
term conflict is used to describe inconsistencies as well as the process of trying to solve them; it has physical
and moral implications; it embraces opinions as well as situations and a wide range of behavior. For the most
part, the conventional usage of the term does not fully capture the range of conflict phenomena. Conflict is
defined as a process of interaction between two or more parties that seek to thwart, injure, or destroy their
opponent because they perceive they have incompatible interests or goals.
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My country and my people: Selected speeches of Jaalle Major-General Mohamed Siyad Barre, President of the
Supreme by Maxamed Siyaad Barre () Jaalle Siyad's OAU chairmanship, June July by Somalia ().

The charter was signed within half an hour the next day as 30 heads of state and prime ministers mounted the
podium in groups of four to non-stop thunderous applause. Morocco and Togo ratified the charter at a later
stage. The emperor, who acted as chairman, expressed the hope that this continental union "may last a
thousand years". During the next decades many states joined the OAU as they became independent and
currently the total membership stands at 53, comprising the independent mainland and island states and the
Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic Western Sahara. The last mentioned country is administered by Morocco
as an integral part of its territory. Morocco withdrew from the OAU in November , after the Western Sahara,
represented by its government-in-exile, had been admitted February Of the 32 leaders who signed the charter
in none are still in office. From the outset the OAU laid the basis for action against white-controlled minority
governments in Southern Africa by setting up a Liberation Committee and a special fund to support
insurgency movements. In addition, all OAU states were called upon to isolate South Africa by severing, inter
alia, diplomatic, trade, transport, sport and cultural links with that country. The principle of "strict respect" for
the colonial boundaries inherited at independence was reaffirmed. There was concern over the border dispute
between Somalia, Ethiopia and Kenya. Other major issues were outside interference in Congo Kinshasa,
instability in southern Sudan and developments in Rhodesia Zimbabwe. There was concern over the unilateral
declaration of independence in Rhodesia Zimbabwe a year before. Only 18 heads of state attended. By now
Nkrumah, as a result of the first military takeover in Ghana, had disappeared from the scene. There was
concern over the Biafran secessionist war in Nigeria, the war between Egypt and Israel June , foreign
mercenaries in Zaire and incidents between Somalia, Kenya and Ethiopia. Nigeria and countries which had
supported Biafra were reconciled. Kaunda was requested to lead a OAU delegation to Western countries
supplying arms to South Africa in order to dissuade them from doing so. Concern was expressed over the
mass slaughter of Hutus in Burundi and the civil war in Chad. The end of the civil war in southern Sudan and
the reconciliation between Morocco and Algeria, and between Senegal and Guinea were welcomed. There was
general concern over economic problems resulting from the rising oil price. Black African states had
demonstrated solidarity with Arab states by severing diplomatic relations with Israel after the October War in
Several heads of state boycotted the conference because, as Pres Nyerere explained, "by meeting in Kampala,
we are giving respectability to one of the most murderous administrations in Africa". It was noted that the
struggle for independence in the Portuguese colonies was over; the Dar es Salaam Declaration of April
prescribing a dual strategy with regard to Rhodesia, Namibia, and South Africa was ratified peaceful methods
if possible, but armed struggle if inevitable. There was an appeal to France to withdraw from Mayotte in the
Comoro archipelago. By now Emperor Haile Selassie had disappeared from the scene after the revolution in
his country and there was a break in diplomatic relations between Tunisia and Ethiopia. The conference ended
in stalemate on 13 January after 22 members had voted in favour of recognizing the MPLA regime in Angola
while 22 were in favour of a government of national unity; Uganda chairman and Ethiopia host abstained; by
February a majority of member states had recognized the MPLA government and Angola was admitted as a
member. Outgoing chairman Amin left early to negotiate with Palestinian highjackers who were holding some
Israeli hostages at Entebbe Airport; the freeing of the hostages by Israeli forces on 4 July was condemned by
the OAU as an "act of aggression". Pres Nimeiri arrived late owing to an attempted coup in Sudan. There was
acrimonious debate between Somalia and Ethiopia on the future of Djibouti; France was condemned for its
continuous presence on Mayotte Island; the Western Sahara issue remained unresolved after Morocco and
Mauritania had taken over the territory from Spain in February Much attention was devoted to South Africa
where mass action in Soweto had started on 16 June; member states were ordered not to recognize Transkei
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and other parts of South Africa that were declared independent states by the South African Government. Arab
oil-producing states agreed to increase their aid to African countries and to participate in joint development
projects. Comoros was expelled from this session because mercenaries had helped to reinstate the Abdallah
government. Human rights violations, committed by the Macias government in Equatorial Guinea, were
condemned. Extraordinary Assembly on Economic Affairs. Secretary-General Edem Kodjo warned that
"Africa is dying The Lagos Plan of Action for the economic upliftment of Africa was adopted. Zimbabwe
joined as the 50th member state. Morocco agreed to hold a referendum in Western Sahara to decide on the
future of the territory. It was agreed to send an OAU peacekeeping force to Chad. There was controversy over
the decision to hold the next session in Libya. Libya boycotted the conference but the voluntary withdrawal of
the Western Saharan delegation see above ended the boycott by 22 member states and a quorum was obtained;
however, the Western Saharan and Chadian issues remained unresolved. As the Western Saharan delegation
was admitted see above , Morocco announced its temporary withdrawal from the OAU and Zaire "suspended"
its membership. Most of the resolutions, however, dealt with Southern Africa. A consultative committee was
established comprising the OAU Chairman, the leaders of the six Frontline and five other states and the
Southern African liberation movements. The Assembly called for the intensification of the struggle and for
comprehensive sanctions against states undermining anti-South African sanctions. An OAU anthem was
approved. South Africa received some attention, with further anti-apartheid measures being listed. A
resolution on the reconstruction of Chad was adopted. Only nine heads of state attended. The 25th anniversary
of the OAU was attended by the largest number of heads of state in many years but many left after attending
the celebrations prior to the conference. The Conference supported the call by 28 of its poorest members that
their foreign debt be written off. The chairman was prompted by the disputes and tension between Afro-Arab
and black African nations to reiterate the concept of African unity in order to counter the growing perception
that differences between the two camps were irreconcilable. Salim was the first person from a
non-francophone country, and not hailing from the western part of Africa, to be elected for the post for the full
term of four years. In view of the worldwide interest in the profound political and economic changes in
Eastern Europe and the USSR, the conference was concerned that Africa, with its poor investment climate,
might be marginalized by the international community. A declaration of support for the movement towards
democracy throughout Africa was issued. The declaration expressed understanding for the fears of some
single-party rulers that multiparty politics could lead to instability in multicultural societies. At least 34 heads
of state gathered in the new capital of Nigeria while rebel groups were establishing themselves in the
Ethiopian capital, which was also the seat of OAU headquarters. A treaty establishing the African Common
Market in six phases over a period of 34 years was signed. The secessionist move in northern Somalia was
condemned, the efforts of the transitional governments in Liberia and Ethiopia were supported and there was
acrimonious debate between the presidents of Rwanda and Uganda on the invasions of the former country by
Rwandese rebels based in Uganda. Having taken note of the political reforms which were taking place in
South Africa, the Chairman was authorized to initiate a review of the policy to continue sanctions against
South Africa should conditions warrant this. After the conference OAU Secretary-General Salim voiced his
disapproval of the fact that "more than half" of the OAU members were violating sanctions by trading either
openly or secretly with South Africa. The summit was attended by representatives of 51 states, including 29
presidents and 10 prime ministers. The meeting marked the beginning of a reorientation for the OAU, with
special attention given to the problem of managing and resolving conflicts within and between member states.
As this was evidently going to become a pressing issue in the post-Cold War environment, a feasibility study
was commissioned for presentation in , though many members warned that the cash-strapped OAU lacked the
resources to create a peacekeeping force. Others were concerned that the initiative might imply a violation of
the established principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of members. ANC president Nelson
Mandela, recently released from prison, addressed the opening session of the summit and warned members
against too rapid a relaxation of international pressures on the interim government in South Africa. A
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committee was to be appointed to set up a new conflict-resolution mechanism. The Cairo Declaration issued at
the summit recognized the close link between development, democracy, security and stability and called for
the global community to counter the marginalization of Africa. The 30th summit of the OAU was dominated
by the stark contrast represented by the admission to membership of a democratic South Africa and the
genocide in Rwanda. Having escaped unharmed from an attack by unknown gunmen, while travelling from
the airport for the opening ceremony, President Mubarak immediately returned to Egypt. The main theme of
the conference was security and stability, including a proposed standing force to deal with conflict situations
such as those in Rwanda, Burundi, Somalia, Liberia and Sierra Leone. President Nelson Mandela attended the
opening ceremony and reiterated his credo of an African renaissance, first stated at the Tunis summit in
Discussions to avert the threatening ethnic war in Burundi dominated the proceedings. It was decided in
principle that a peace-keeping force, composed of Tanzanian, Ugandan and Ethiopian troops, be deployed in
Burundi. The matter was to be further investigated. IMF director-general Michael Camdessus reported that 31
African countries had embarked on ecomonic reforms and that 40 African countries are recording positive
GNP per capita growth rates. The conference resolved to support the candidature of Mr Boutros Boutros-Ghali
UN secretary-general for a second term. Pres Mugabe said democracy in Africa should be pursued judiciously
and that the Western democracies should stop acting as mentors in this respect. The Chairman warned that
military takeovers of elected civilian governments would henceforth receive short shrift from the OAU. The
next summit was to take place in Burkina Faso. Support expressed for a US and Rwandan plan to resolve the
border dispute peacefully. The OAU asked members to ignore sanctions with humanitarian or religious
implications agains Libya. It called on the Security Council to suspend all sanctions pending trial in a neutral
venue of two Libyans accused of the bombing of a Pan Am airliner over Lockerbie in Scotland. It was decided
that questions over membership status of Saharan Arab Democratic Republic and return to OAU of founder
member Morocco would be considered by foreign ministers in February OAU to strengthen its mechanism for
prevention, management and resolution of conflict. South Africa to coordinate appropriate measures by
neighbours to promote a solution which recognises the unity and territorial integrity of the Comoro islands but
which offers the island of Anjouan, which seceded in , greater autonomy. The progress towards national
reconciliation in Burundi was noted. Recommendations on reforms to make the OAU more effective would be
presented at next meeting of foreign ministers in February The OAU expressed concern over lack of progress
in Somalia, which is divided among rival clans and has not been represented at an OAU summit since
Meanwhile, the focus would be on regional integration and economic cooperation. Muammar Qaddafi
attended for his first OAU summit since The OAU charter, it was decided, will be discussed at a special
meeting in Tripoli during September UN refugee chief Sadako Ogata expressed concern about the plight of
civilians caught up in the war between Eritrea and Ethiopia. The Summit agreed to an anti-terrorism charter
with wide ranging powers of arrest and extradition and have called for a global convention and a UN
sponsored meeting to combat the menace and a speedy conclusion of a global International Convention for
Prevention and Control of Terrorism in all its forms. However, it was resolved, on 9 September to accelerate
the development of an African Economic Community and to aim at the creation of a Pan-African Union,
including a Pan-African parliament, in the year The members sign the protocol for the ratification of the
African Union. The African Union Treaty comes into effect.
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